AANT Win a $200 Woolworths Wish Card
Terms and Conditions
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Information on how to enter and prize details form part of the conditions of entry.
All employees of the promoter and its related bodies corporate are ineligible to enter.
The competition commences on Friday 23rd June 2017 and finishes on Saturday 24th June
2017.
Eligibility criteria applies:
a) Entrants must apply for a home, contents or car insurance quote at Yeperenye
Shopping Centre with the AANT team on Friday 23rd June 2017 or Saturday 24th
June 2017.
The competition consists of one prize worth $200.
All prize values are in Australian dollars.
The winner will receive:
a. 2 x $100 Woolworths Wish Cards.
Entry into this promotion is deemed acceptance of these terms and conditions.
The winner will be drawn through a random electronic process.
The draw will take place at the AANT, 2/14 Knuckey St, Darwin, at 10:00am Friday 30 June
2017. The first entry drawn that fulfils the competition entry criteria will win the prize.
The winner will be notified by email and phone within 14 days of the draw date with the
winner’s name published in the next issue of NT Motor that will be produced considering
production timelines.
The prize is non-transferable and cannot be exchanged or taken for cash.
The prize may be collected from the AANT office in Darwin or posted to the winner’s home
address.
If the prize is unclaimed, an unclaimed prize draw will be conducted on Thursday 27th July
2017.
The promoter’s decision is final and binding and no correspondence will be entered into.
To the extent permitted by law, the Promoter is not responsible or liable for:
a. inaccurate / incorrect transcription of entry information;
b. purported entries that are not received for any reason, including because they are
lost, misdirected or stolen, or that are received, but are late, illegible, incomplete, sent
with insufficient postage (where entry is by post), or sent other than as directed in the
entry instructions;
c. any problems or technical failures of any kind, including malfunction of any telephone
network or lines, computer online systems or network, servers or providers, computer
equipment, or software;
d. the unavailability or inaccessibility of any service whether or not caused by traffic
congestion on the Internet or at any website;
e. unauthorised human intervention in any part of the competition;
f. electronic or human error which may occur in the administration of the competition;
g. any loss suffered or sustained, to person or property and including, but not limited to,
consequential (including economic) loss by reason of any act or omission, deliberate
or negligent, by the Promoter, or its servants or agents, in connection with the
arrangement for supply, or the supply, of any goods or services by any person to a
prize winner and, where applicable, to any family/persons accompanying a winner; or
h. any injury or damage to persons or property, including to the participant's or any other
person's computer related to, or resulting from, participation or downloading any
materials in this competition.
The promoter shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered (including
but not limited to direct or consequential loss) or for any personal injury suffered or sustained in
connection with any prize/s, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
The promoter is the Automobile Association of the Northern Territory. 2/14 Knuckey St, Darwin
NT 0800. ABN 13 431 478 529.
Woolworth’s Wish Card Terms & Conditions are available from
https://everydaygiftcards.com.au/media/static/Docs/wish_tnc.pdf

AANT Waive the Joining Fee 2017
1. The promotion commences on 23rd June and finishes 24th June 2017.
2. Joining under this promotion is deemed acceptance of these terms and
conditions.
3. All savings values are in Australian dollars.
4. To take advantage of the promotion simply join AANT at any level and the
$44 Joining Fee will be waived.
5. Waiving of the joining fee is not applicable when Joining on Service.
(i.e. joining at the time of a breakdown or with immediate need for
service)
6. To the extent permitted by law, the Promoter is not responsible or liable for:
a. inaccurate / incorrect transcription of entry information;
b. purported entries that are not received for any reason, including
because they are lost, misdirected or stolen, or that are received, but
are late, illegible, incomplete, sent with insufficient postage (where
entry is by post), or sent other than as directed in the entry
instructions;
c. any problems or technical failures of any kind, including malfunction of
any telephone network or lines, computer online systems or network,
servers or providers, computer equipment, or software;
d. the unavailability or inaccessibility of any service whether or not
caused by traffic congestion on the Internet or at any website;
e. unauthorised human intervention in any part of the competition;
f. electronic or human error which may occur in the administration of the
competition;
g. any loss suffered or sustained, to person or property and including,
but not limited to, consequential (including economic) loss by reason
of any act or omission, deliberate or negligent, by the Promoter, or its
servants or agents, in connection with the arrangement for supply, or
the supply, of any goods or services by any person to a prize winner
and, where applicable, to any family/persons accompanying a winner;
or
h. any injury or damage to persons or property, including to the
participant's or any other person's computer related to, or resulting
from, participation or downloading any materials in this competition.
7. The promoter shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is
suffered (including but not limited to direct or consequential loss) or for any
personal injury suffered or sustained in connection with any promotion/s,
except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
8. The promoter is the Automobile Association of Northern Territory [ABN 13
431 478 529].

